The paper proposes evolutionary algorithm (EA) 
Introduction
A significant part of digital circuits is constituted by sequential synchronous circuits behaviour of which can be presented by a finite state machine (FSM). So nothing strange the FSM synthesis methods are continually developed (compare the monograph [Vil98] ).
One of the most crucial steps in FSM synthesis is the encoding of FSM states referred to as the state assignment problem (SAP). It consists in the unique assignment of bit strings to the states of sequential circuit (SC). This step of FSM synthesis is important because it affects the quality of realised SC (cost/area, maximum frequency, power consumption).
Effective algorithms for the state encoding were developed, e.g. NOVA [Vil90] for two-level implementation targeted to Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) or MUSTANG [Dev88] and JEDI [Lin89] for multilevel FSM implementation. However, state assignments generated by these methods, for FSMs implemented in modern programmable devices [Alt] allowing efficient implementations of digital systems, are far from optimum [Den98] .
Taking above into account, and considering that: -"with the availability of more powerful workstations, the user community looks forward to next generation CAD tools that could result in more optimized designs in terms of area, delay, and power, maybe with higher computation overhead" [Chat98]; we decided to try to cope with SAP using evolutionary algorithm (EA).
Genetic and evolutionary algorithms are successfully used in VLSI CAD [Dre98] . They were also applied to SAP [Ama95] , [Alm95] , [Chat98] . Unfortunately, based on these papers it is impossible to compare the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, especiallycrossover operators. They are used for different benchmark FSMs and what is the most important -for different optimisation goals, as e.g.: the literal count, product terms count or the fitness defined by a formula.
In this paper we propose an evolutionary algorithm for SAP. We introduce the original, enhanced in relation to [Chy01] , crossover operators and next compare them experimentally with the known ones. We also compare solutions found by EA with the random ones and with the solutions generated by MAX+PLUSII system [Alt] . Final discussion and conclusions end the paper.
Proposed evolutionary algorithm
In [Alm95] chromosomes are represented by a "pick list" (actually it is a case of ordinal representation [Mich96] ) and are crossed-over by the classic one-point crossover operator, further on referred to as an operator O. Similarly in [Chat98] a kind of the ordinal representation is used.
In [Ama95] the chromosomes are represented by a binary matrix m× r (where m -the number of FSM states and r -the length of the state word) and they are crossedover by column exchange between two chromosomes.
One more crossover operator dedicated to the schedule optimisation can be applied to SAP. It is the positionbased crossover [Sys91] , in the sequel called as P crossover.
In proposed EA for SAP chromosome is represented by a string of integers: i-th number constitutes a code of i-th FSM state s i , e.g. an individual '7 3 5 1 6' represents assignment of 7, 3, 5, 1, 6 to the states s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 respectively.
Assume U(i) (abbreviated as u i ) and W(i) (w i ) denotes an allele (gene value) at the i-th position of chromosome U and W, respectively, l -chromosome length (number of chromosome genes/positions) (in our approach l = m) and
These three sets are mutually disjoint and
, where |A| is the cardinality of the set A.
Analogously we define C(W,U), D(W,U) and E(W,U) with the same properties.
Assume F is a set of loci of a chromosome, When chromosomes with such a genotype are to be crossed-over, two possible cases can be distinguished:
In the sequel, chromosomes described by point 1) will be named as chromosomes of the 1st type, and -by point 2) -the chromosomes of the 2nd type.
It should be noted that for the chromosomes of the 1st
U)| and |C(U,W)| = |C(W,U)|). However, for the chromosomes of the 2nd type D(U,W) = D(W,U)
and these sets can be denoted as D.
While designing crossover operator for the chromosomes of the 2nd type, we have decided that since these individuals have the same sets of alleles, it is not necessary to swap them between chromosomes because such an exchange does not lead to new gene combinations. To get the information from parent structures, it is enough when we compare them. Parents may have some alleles at the same positions, we believe that these genes in significant degree affect good fitness of parents. It has been decided that the crossover operator would effectively search for schemata representatives when it permutes (inside a chromosome) alleles in positions from the set D.
Considerations above led to the definition of the crossover operator M2 (pseudocode below).
For each of two chromosomes U and W chosen to be crossed-over apply the M2 crossover defined below:
, where x is the greatest integer not greater than x; else
• if the condition above is not satisfied -exit the procedure with the error message: k is out of range;
• select a number m from the set D * ;
Two chromosomes chosen to be crossed-over are given as two first parameters of procedure M2. Next, flags r_m = {TRUE | FALSE} and r_n = {TRUE | FALSE} control whether positions m and n, respectively, are to be removed from the set D * or not; k -number of requested permutations, h max -maximum allowable Hamming distance between genes U(m) and U(n) chosen to be permuted; parameter h_control= {TRUE | FALSE} determines which one from two previous parameters should be ignored when it is impossible to permute genes while respecting both k and h max values.
These parameters allow to fine-tune the crossover work. It seems that their values should be altered dynamically during the EA work.
The following hypothesis for the chromosomes of the 1st type is assumed: genes in positions from the set L(U)\C(U,W) and L(W)\C(W,U) (respectively for the chromosome U and W) affect good fitness of parents in significant degree. The crossover operator should search for schemata representatives, exploring neighbourhood of "good genes".
It was decided that to this end, alleles from positions from the sets C(U,W) and C(W,U) should be mutually exchanged between chromosomes U and W chosen to be crossed-over. Considerations above led to the definition of the crossover M1 (definition below).
• if r_U = TRUE and r_W = TRUE then k ∈ {1, 2, ... d⋅0,5}; else if r_U = TRUE or r_W = TRUE then k ∈ {1, 2, ... d} else k ≥ 1;
• for i:= 1 to k do:
• select a number m from the set C UW ; Parameters of procedure M1 are analogous to those from procedure M2 discussed before.
Experimental results
The effectiveness of the proposed crossover operators has been checked with the use of several MCNC benchmark FSMs [Yan91] . FSMs used in tests were synthesized by MAX+PLUS II system [Alt] (further on referred to as MPII) in the device of MAX9000 family. EA called the MPII to ascertain the fitness of chromosomes (the number of logic cells and shareable expanders utilised for implementation of encoded FSM) to be optimised.
Chromosomes were crossed-over with the probability p c . Procedures of crossover operators were called with the parameters: (U, W, TRUE, FALSE, k, r min , FALSE), where U, W -chromosomes chosen to be crossed-over; k was randomly selected from the set {1, 2, ... |C(U,W)|} and {1, 2, ... |D(U,W)|-1} for M1 and M2 crossover respectively. Individuals were mutated with the probability p m . When the individual was to be mutated, the order-based mutation was applied to permute a pair of randomly selected genes with the probability p p or with the probability 1-p p a selected allele was substituted with an allele from among 2 r -m values not used in a chromosome. Chromosomes were promoted to the next population by rank-based selection [Mich96] , each individual had its rank corresponding to a position in sorted (by fitness, in descending order) vector of population individuals plus ∆ rnk (rank offset -tuning the selection pressure). The elitist strategy was used. Some percentage (specified by elitism parameter) of the best individuals from the current population (of the size ps) was unconditionally copied to the new population. The rest of ps⋅(1-elitism) individuals were selected to the new population from among ps⋅(1-elitism+elitism') chromosomes of the current generation.
Such an EA was run for a given number of generations gnrs ( Table 1) . The EA was run 9 times for each FSM used for the tests: three times with crossover M1, three times with -O and three times with -P. 2) 100 65 9 65 700 3 1 144 1) 1st grp.: ex1, keyb, s1; 2) 2nd grp.: planet, s510, s832.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2 . The column LCs shows the number of logic cells utilized for FSM implementation plus the number of shareable expanders multiplied by 0.001. 
Discussion and conclusions
For 5 of 6 tested FSMs SAP solutions found by EA (with proposed M crossover operators) were significantly better than those generated by MPII (Table 2 ). They were better up to: 55,8% for keyb FSM, 36,5% for s832, 25,5% for s1, 20,2% for planet and 15,2% for ex1. The exception is made by s510 FSM for which EA did not outperformed MPII (two equal solutions and one slightly worse were found during three EA runs).
The main disadvantage of the EA is its execution time (up to 29 hours on PC 650MHz, 256MB RAM, Win2K). Parallel implementation of the EA shall radically decrease the run time. Besides, SAP in practice does not require rapid solution. At the beginning, FSM (being the part of a project) can work with temporary state assignment which secondly can be substituted by another one found to satisfy an optimisation goal.
Based on Table 2 we can observe a clear relationship between summed (in rows with 'SUM' label) results of EA runs with three different, tested crossover operators. It can be seen that EA with M1 operator has outperformed other crossovers for each tested benchmark FSM.
None of experiments with the use of O or P crossover gave a better result than those generated by EA with M1 operator. Only in three cases of 54 experiments, results generated by EA with O operator were equal to those obtained with M1 crossover (rows No. 2, 3 for ex1 FSM and row No. 3 for keyb FSM).
Based on experimental results we can see, from one side, how heavily heuristics' effectiveness depends on FSM's specificity, and from the other side the experimental results confirm the high stability of EAs.
It should be noted that EA and M crossover parameters were chosen arbitrary. Probably the better results can be obtained after these parameters are adjusted.
